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What if everybody dyed their own clothes with their own compost?
What if our clothes were what we ate? Everybody in their
own unique colour, directly linked to what we have filled our
stomachs with.
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ost of our textiles today have far too high a content of dangerous
chemicals that affect people and nature negatively. In this practical
and inspirational book, traditional dyeing using plants acquires
new forms. You get to learn how to die cloth, yarn or perhaps an old item
of clothing made of natural fibres, in a simple and non-poisonous way using
pigment from your own immediate environment. Colour pigment is above
all found in food and in what we otherwise usually throw away – the peel and
pips from fruits such as avocado and pomegranate and vegetables like onions
and carrots, the sump from your morning coffee or perhaps the liquid left after
cooking the rice for dinner.
This book contains the basic information you need to easily start your own
dyeing at home. Here are sample works to inspire you, simple recipes for dye
baths and more advanced little extra info on dyes from plants if you want a
greater challenge.
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